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MODELLING AND VALIDATION OF PROTOCOLS
P.M. Merlin
Abstract
;

Complex pr ot ocols are used to coordinat e remote activities
in
computer
networks.
To insure proper operation, formal
techniques of protocol definition and valida tion have been proposed,
and developed to the point that they can be applied to actual
protocols .
However, much work remains to be done in order to cope
with protcols of ever-increasing complexity: in particular, those
coordinating the activities of many interact ing entities .
The c har acteristic s th a t determine the applicability of a
modelling and validation t echniq ue to a protocol will be treated.
Then a comparat ive description of techniques for pr otocol formal
modelling and va lid atio n will be presented, including new techniques
that are applicab l e to protocols which conventional techniques are
incapable of handling.
1.

In troduc tion

Giv en a s yst em or cooperating processes such that the
cooperation i s done through the exchange of messages , a protocol is
the set of rules which govern this exc hange [DANT, GOUDl.
By
limiting the interaction to message exchange, we
mean
that
information about the state o f a process may be kn own to others only
if th is information i s explic ity released (i .e . a message i s sent)
by the process.
Distributed Systems naturally employ protocols
because if the interacting entiti es are physically remote to each
other , message exchange is the only possible way of coordinating
their activities.
However , the use of protocols is not limited to
physically distributed systems , but to any system in which the
interaction between entities is done by message exchange.
In this
paper, we assume a quite ge neral definition of a "message": a
letter, a finite sequence of bits , a signal, a pulse, are all
considered as mes sages.
The exchange of messages between the processes have some
purpose and the role of the pr otocol is to insure that the purpose
is indeed achieved.
There are many different purposes that
protocols can be designed for.
The most common pur pose is that of
data transfer between processes.
For illustration, Figure 1 (a)
shows a card reader connected to a computer via a communicatio n
channel.
Typically, a protocol will take care of the transfer of
data from the card r eade r to the computer, and will handle also
exceptional situatio ns such as transmission errors
and
lost
messages.
Examples of such point-to-point data transfer protocols
appear in [X.25, STEN, SDLCl, and a simple one is also described in
section 2.
Pr otocols may also take care of transmitting data
between processes via a shared medium such as a bus, a satellite
link, or a radio chann el (see Figure lb).
If in shared medium data
transfer t he processes transmit messages asynchronously, it may
occur that mo r e than one process could attempt to
transmit
simultaneously.
The occu r ence of such a situation is called a
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collision.
If a colision occurs, the transmitted mes sages will be
garbled.
In shared mediLlll data tran sfe r, th e main role of the
protocol is to re sc lve co ntent ion for the use of the mediLlll by
either preventing collisions (e.g . synchronising th e use of th e
mediLlll), or recovering from them (e.g. usi ng collision detection
mechanisms and retransmitting after co llision).
These protocols
are called "contention protocols" and examples of them can be found
in the DEC-UNIBUS [PDP 11l, ALOHA NETWORK [ABRAl, ETHERN ET [METCl,
etc .
Another purpose whi c h is qui te common for protocols is
th at o f synchronisation a nd initialisation.
For illustrati on , a
protocol may take c are of synchronising the time c l ocks of the
different computers of a comput er network [FINNl, or protocols may
initi alise variables or co un ters in remo te com put es.
This is done,
for instance, during the establishment of a session between a us er
and a time s haring system, or a sess i on (called also "connect ion" o r
"virtual call") bet ween two users of a comput e r ne twork.
In
di stributed data bases, pr o to co l s ta ke care . of synchronising the
update of multipl e copies of the same datum (e .g .
A file o r a
variable) to guarantee a co nsist ent view of the data base [MULL,
ELLIl.
Other purposes of protocol s are flow control of the traffi c
in a store-and-forward network, location of a mobile unit in a
communi c ation network (sear c h), e t c .
Modern distributed systems ma y require extremely complex
protocols .
Protocols can be so s ubtle that a formal treatment is
nec essa ry in o rder to guarantee t hat its definition is complete and
unambiguo us , and that the purpose of the protocol will be correctly
achieved.
Forma l modelli ng techniques are
used
to
defin e
protocols, and validation techniques a re used to in sur e th e ir
correctness and pr o pe r operation.
These techniques are the main
topic of this paper .
As shown in subsequent sections , different classes of
protoco l s r equire diffe r e nt modelling and va lidati on tec hn iques.
Ther e is no single method that can be co nveniently used to model and
valida te all pr otocols, muc h t he same as there is no si ngle
univ ersal tool in the me c hani c s hop.
For bolts we ca n use plier s
whi c h cannot be used for screws ; for sc r ews we use screw-drivers.
However, whil e theoreti cal ly there is a co rresponden c e betwee n bolts
and pliers, clea rly pliers are not suita ble for large railway bolts,
beca use there is a pract i c al mismatc h.
Similarly, there are
matc hes b etween c lasses o f protocols and modelling and validation
te c hniques.
Sometimes these matches are practical, other times,
although theoretically a t ec hn ique can be applied to a protocol, in
practi ce , this co uld be impossible.
In the next section we show an example of the usage o f a
simple mod ell ing and validation tec hnique, illustra te its a d vantages
and demonstrate the shortcomings of thi s t ec hn ique t o ha nd le
protoc o l s
hav ing
certain
c haracterist i cs .
Then,
t he
characteristics that determine the applicability of a techniqu e t o a
protocol a re discuss ed in gen eral, and different te c hniques are
pre se nted and e v al uated according to th e types of c harac t eris ti cs
that they c an handle.
Last, we present an example using a
te c hnique which is appli cab le to a type of protocol c haracteristics
that most estab lished and kno wn protocol validation techniques are
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not applicable to.
Space limitations force us to omit detail
discussion of many meritorious works.
We regret these inevitable
omissions and refer the reader to the surveys of [SUNS 1, SUNS2] and
the bibliography of [DAY].
2.

:

An Introductory Example: The Alter nating Bit Pr otocol

Using Petri Nets [PETR, HOLT, PETE, MILL], Figure 2 shows
a model of a simplified version (the recovery mechanism is omitted)
of the alternating bit protocol.
A more complete description of
this technique and the example appearing in [MERL 1, MERL2]; [EOCH1]
present a theoretically equivalent technique for this protocol,
which involves two parties - a sender and a receiver
connected
through a medium.
The sender sends messages to the receiv er, and
the receiver responds wi th acknowledgements .
Each message carries
a control bit (0 or 1) whose value al ternates for consecutive
messages, and each acknowledgment carries a bit equal to the one
carried by the message it acknowledges.
The places of Figure 2 represent the following conditions:
A1
B1
M1
K1
W1
C1
E1
D1

=
=
=
=
=
=

ready to send message with control bit 0
ready to receive message with control bit 0
message 0 in transit
ac knowled gement 0 i n transit
wai ting for acknowl edgment to message 0
message 0 was received
= acknowledgment to message 0 was received
= message 0 is being consumed; and A2 , B2, M2 , K2 , W2, C2, E2,
D2 have the same respective meanings but for messages or
acknowledgements carrying control bit 1.

The bars perform the following events:
11
12
13
14
15

sends message 0
receives message 0
sends acknowledgment to message 0
rec ei v es acknowl ed gment to message 0
consumes message 0

16 produces message 0; and 21, 22, 23, 24 , 25, 26 per form the same
respective events but for messages or acknowledgments carrying
control bit 1.
The initial state is one token in A1 and one token in B1.
By generating all possible global states and transitions between
them, the read er may familiarise himsel f wi th the behav iour of the
protocol.
The resul ting graph of such global state generation is a
state machine called Token Machin e and i t is given in Figure 3.
In
the Token Machine, states represent global states of the Petri Net
model of the protocol, and each transi tion is labeled by the number
of the bar that effects it.
Since in this case the Token Machine
is finite, we can easily see (i.e. validate) that after a message is
sent it will be received, that consecutive messages are sent
carrying alternating control bit, that there is no deadlock, etc.
[MERL 1,2] shows the null model and TM of the pr'otocol includ ing the
recovery mechanisms and accounting for possible failur es.
Several
validation techniques were proposed based on a finite
state
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description of eac h party of the protocol and generating all
possible global states and transitions [BaCH 1. MERL 3 . RUDI. WEST1 .
ZAFI. POST]. in a way similar to the one demonst rated above.
These
techniques are theore ti ca lly equiva l ent.
In this paper. each part of a proto col r esiding at a
single process is called a party of the proto co l. i.e. a party is a
portion of a process which is r elevant to a protocol.
Th e fir s t
cause which can preclude the applicability of the technique sho wn
above is high party compl exity .
For illustration. if in th e
example inst ead of an alternating bit the sender wil l label the
messag es with a sequence numb er of. say . 32 bits. then it will be
clearly impractical to generate th e Token Machine. because it will
include more than 2 to the 32 s tate s.
I n that case. it may be even
qui te compl ex just t o d escri b e the protocol itself wi th a finite
state model as the o n e of Figure 2.
Moreover. one may even want to
model and validate a protocol whose entities include unbounded
variables. for example if the messages would carry an acyclic
in creas ing sequence numb er .
In thi s case . it is e v en theoretically
impossi ble to apply a finite state technique.
The topology or a protocol i s the graph whose nodes are
the parties of the protoc ols and arcs denote possible interactions
between the partie s (see Figure s 1 and 2).
Also increase in
t o pology complexity can prec lude the applicability of a te c hnique.
For example. a pr o tocol with e ven si mple parties may no t b e
validated by exhaustive global state ge neration if it incl ud es too
ma ny parties .
3.

Protocol Classificatio n

The amenabil it y of a protocol t o the ap plic ation of a
technique
is affected by two relatively independent protocol
characteristics : party characte ri stic and topology characteristic .
The character ist i c of a party is given by the (possibly infinite)
set of all possible pairs of incoming-outgoing message sequences.
i.e. the chara cterist i cs describe a l l possible behaviours of the
types of topologies the pr otocol can work on.
A proto co l may be
.desi gned to co rrectly work i n any to polog y of a given set of
t opologies.
Fo r example. th e same protocol of Figure 1 (b) could be
used for any number (possibly up to a certai n limit) of parti es
connected to the shared medium.
Table 1 shows a list of types of
t opology sets.
The entries in the table are o rdered by increasing
general ity. i.e . each e ntry is a special case o f entries appeari ng
later.
A protocol may also be designed to work on an evolving
topology.
For example . a routing pr otocol may work on any compute r
networ k topology where operating nodes and links may fail . and new
nodes and links may become operationa l [FINN. MERL4J.
Thi s can be
consider ed as if the topology would be evol ving during operation .
Another example of topology evolution is gi ven by th e progress of a
mul tiparty phone conversation i n an advanced telephone exc hange
[FOOX].
Th e topology characteristic of a protocol is defined as
the set of pe rmitted t o polog ies and their possible evolutions.
A model li ng te c hni qu e is theoretically ap pl icable to a
given protocol i f and only if it is powerful enough to be able to
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represent each of the characteristics of the parties and the
characteristic of the topology.
For illustration, the party
characteristic of the sender (or of the receiver) in Figure 2 can be
expressed as repetitions of the string: (MO KO M1 Kl).
But any
such expression can be represented by a Petri net, in fact, even a
Finite State Machine could be used to represent that characteristic.
The simple topology of the alternating bit protocol is also
represented by the connectivity of the Petri net of Figure 2.
;

Theoretical or practical applicability of a validation
technique depends on the protocol characteristics (parties and
topology), on the modelling technique used to describe the protocol
Ii.e. the description to which the validation is applied), and
finally, the properties to be validated.
When surveying techniques
in subsequent sections these dependencies will be further discussed.
The practical applicability of a modelling technique or of
Practi cal
a validation technique is d ifficul t to formalise.
appl icabil i ty
implies
theoretical
applicability,
but
also
"conciseness", "ease of understanding", "convenience to use", etc.,
which are difficul t to quantify and sometimes depend on person al
experience and taste.
Initially, most work on protocol modelling and validati on
was done for protocols of simple party characteristic, i.e. those
which can be described by a Finite State Machine, but later ther e
were several developements applicable to more complex parties .
However, from the topology po i nt of view, wi th a few ex cepti ons
[FIN, MERL4, MERL5, DIJK, FOOX, ELLI, etc.) most of the formal work
done to date is applicable only to extremely simple topologies
usually a pair of entities.
4.

Abstraction

It is important to remember t hat a (formal) descripti o n is
only ~ model of a system and not the real world.
When modelling a
protocol, we don 't take into account eac h electron in the system; we
even don't consider the logical dates which make the computer that
performs that protocol.
We l imit our view to certain aspe cts
because otherwise the comp lexity of the model will be intract able
and the effort necessary to build the model will be as large as th at
of building the real system or even greater.
A limitation to d eal
with certa in aspects while ignoring those details of the protocol
and it s environment which are irrel evant to these aspects is called
an abstraction.
Abstr'action implies assumptions on the behaviour
or properties of the protocol environment which are explicity or
implicitly made by ignoring details.
Hence,
the
validated
properties of the protocol will indeed be true only if the
assumptions implied by the modelled abstract ion hold.
Similarly to operat ing systems, protocols are typi cally
built in hierarchical levels of abstraction, where the protocols at
a level use the functions provided by the levels below without
concern for how those functions are actually implemented.
An
example of this is shown in Figure 4.
The shown protocol structure
is typi cal of computer networks.
In this example, the user'
protocols of the highest level take care of communication between
"processes".
At this level of abstraction it appears as if
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processes
directly communicate with each other by exchanging
"letters".
However, in practice, the lower level protocol, i.e.
the protocol communicating between the hosts, is responsible for
delivering the letters and implements this by exchanging what is
abstracted as "messages".
These messages may carry parts of
letters as well as necessary control and synchronisation information
for the host-host protocol.
The protocols at the user level of
abstraction is not concerned with the details of the host-host
protocol, and assumes that the letters it sends wil be delivered and
that certain types of failures may occur.
Similarly, the message
exchange is implemented by the e nd-to-end network-node protocol
which communicates by packets, and so on for the lower levels of
abstractions.
All levels, except the store-and-forward include
only two parties per protocol.
The store-and forward protocol may
include more than two parties connected on any mesh topology and
Figure 4 shows only one of the paths through that topology.
The abstraction made determines also what we consider to
be parties and what we consider to be communication links between
them.
A common abstraction is to consider complex links as being
parties that connect ' between other parties .
For example, the
shared medium of Figure 1 (b) can be seen as a party that represents
the possible behaviours of the medium, and interconnect between
A, B, C,D, E.

5 Models
In this section we discuss a few of the existing
models and modelling techniques.

protocol

Finite State Machines
Fini te state machines were proposed qui te early to model
protocols [KAWA, BIRK, KNOB, BOCH2J.
A single finite state machine
can be used to describe the global state of the protocol or,
al ternatively, one machin e can be used for each party, as described
by the simple example of a sender and a sing le buffe r rece iver of
Figure 5.
The sender sends a "d ata " message and waits for the
"done" message sent by the receiver when the buffer is empty again.
In the mul ti-machine approach, a transition marked wi th a SEND and a
transition on a different machine marked with a RCV having the same
parameter (i.e. the same message) are performed simultaneously and
the mac hines are said to be coupled.
If the message transmissio n
delay is not important, the sender and receiver machines can be
directly coupled and the machine for the medium omitted.
The
si ngle machine and the coupled machines models are theoretically
equivalent and they are theoretically applicable to any protocol
having finite entities (i.e. characterizable by regular expressions)
and a bounded number of topologies.
Infinite state entities are
not representable, and the generalizations necessary to represent
unbounded number of topologies will be discussed later .
In practics, both approaches are applicable to simple
topologies (usually a pair of entities) and to entities having no
more than a few dozens of states.
A practical advan tage of the
single machine approach is that global prope r ties can be directly
checked (or designed) on the model.
An advantage of the coupledmachin es approach is that it can b e directly implemented in each

'.
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party without the problems of decomposing the single machine
description amongst the entities .
Such decomposition may be done
in different ways leading to possibly non-compatible implementations
of the same protocol [WEST2J.
The single machine approach is used
to describe several adopted standards [e.g. X.2l, X.25J.
More
details and examples of the finite state machine approach can be
found in [BOCH1,GOUD, RUDI, WESTJ.
;

Several extensions to the finite state machine model were
proposed [GOUD, BOCH3, MERL4, VISSJ one of which is demonstrated in
section 7.
These extensions broaden the theoretical and practical
applicability of the model .
Petri Nets and Related Models
The use of the Petri net model was already shown in
Section 2.
The theoretical applicability of Petri nets is broader
than Finite State Machines - any Finite State Machine · as well as
some types of protocols having an infinite number of states can be
represented by Petri nets.
However, the Petri net model is not
universal
because
certain
party
characteristics
are
not
representable in this model.
Also protocols wi th unbounded number
of permitted topologies cannot be represented and the necessary
generalisations will be discussed later.
The practical applicability of Petri nets is close to that
of finite state machines, but in many cases broader.
For example,
the protocol of Figure 6 is represented in practice by a Petri net,
but cannot be represented by a finite
state
machine
even
theoretically.
This protocol has the property that permits any
number of outstanding messages which can be sent and received out of
order.
However, if we require an arbitrary number of outstanding
messages that will be received in the same order that they are sent,
this will not be representable even theoretically by a Petri .net.
Petri nets are convenient for representing protocols which can
operate with various amounts of some resouces (e .g. number of
buffers, etc . ).
In this case, a single Petri net will suffice, and
the actual amount of resources will be represented by the initial
number of tokens placed.
Petri nets will also be convenient for
representing parties in which several events may occur in arbitrary
order.
For example, the Petri net of Figure 7 will be quite
complex to represent by a finite state machine, but the Petri net
representation is relatively compact.
A typical failure handled by protocols is the loss of a
message in the medium.
In the Petri net model, this can be
described by arbitrarily removing the token from the place that
represents the medium (e.g. Ml or M2 of Figure 2).
Using such a
representation of failures [MERL1, MERL2J studied the recoverability
of distributed computing systems and its appl ications to protocols.
Unfortunately, [MERL 1 J shows that the necessary and sufficient .
conditions a Petri net must satisfy in order to be recoverable from
lost messages imply some properties that are usually unacceptable in
practical systems.
This is due to the fact that Petri nets do not
include any knowledge (or limitations) of the execution time of the
events, and relations among these times playa central role in all
practical recoverable protocols.
The practical implication of this
is that Petri nets cannot faithfully represent the entire meaning of
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time-outs, and a s imil ar s ituation
coupled finite state machines model.

exists

with

re spect to the

In order to al l ow the repr esentation o f timing kn o,lledge
by a Petri net-like mod el the Tim e Petr i Net was c reated.
A Time
Petri net is defined by a Petri net wher e each bar ha s two times
specified .
The first denotes the minimal time that must e lapse
from the time that all the input co nditi ons of the bar are e n ab l ed
until this bar can fire.
The o ther time d e no tes the maximal time
that the input condition s can be enabled and th e bar doe s not fire.
After this time, the bar must fi re.
In ge neral , these two times
give some measure of minimal and maximal execution tim es of the
bars, wh ile maintaining the basic character istics of the Petr i nets.
This model is useful in describing practical rec ove r able protocols [MERL 1,2,3J a nd al l ows the exact representation of time-cuts whi c h
is impossible in most other models.
The principal practical shortcoming of Petri nets (as well
as state machines) - is the rapid growth of t he graph with the
compl exi ty of the proto col.
To alleviate this, in addition to the
Ti me Petri net, other enhanc ement s and variations of th e basic model
were . propo sed and used t o repr e s e nt pro tocols [POST, KELL, MERL3,
ELLI , YOEI, SYMC, FOOXJ.
Th ese enhancements r e sult in a more
compact
notati on ,
but
t hey
also
increase th e th eo r etical
applicability of the model.
High Leve l Programming Lanaugages
High level programmin g lang uages were also proposed and
In this model,
used to model protocols [BOC H4, STEN , DANT, KROGJ.
eac h party is represent ed by a formal description similar to a high
leve l program.
Since these languages are un i ver sal, they permit
the representat i o n of any entity c haracteristic.
However, in the
standard
way in wh ich these languages are us ed only simple
topologies can be represented, and the exte nsio ns n ecessary to
r epresent unbounded numb ers of topo l ogies or evolving topologies are
described below.
In prac tice, sta ndard hi g h level pr ogramming languages a re
convenient to represent numbers, data , variables, counters, etc .,
but not complex control structures.
Therefore, th is mod el was
mainly used to repr esent the d a t a transfer aspects or protocols
wh ile the graph models (St a te Machines and Petri nets) wer e mainly
used
to
represe nt
the
co n t r ol
aspects
( async hr oni sation ,
initialisation, etc.) for which th ey are more conveni ent .
He nce ,
there were also protocol models proposed [BOCH3, DANT, MERL4J wh ic h
combine hi g h level languages with graph mod els.
A protocol model based on formal gramm ar s is
[HARA1 , HARA2J.

proposed

in

Representation of Unbo unded Number of Topologies and Ev ol ution
If we assume that e a c h party and eac h link is individually
repr esented , as impl ici t y do n e befo r e, then unb ound ed numbe rs of
t opologies can not be represented because this wi l l require an
i nfinite expression.
Hence, we must find finite ways o f expre ss ing
such protocols.
This can be done by givi ng a b ound ed number of

'.
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;

basic parties and a rule of connecting replications of the basic
parties into permitted topologies.
For example, a loop of any
arbitrary number of identical parties can be represented
by
representing one copy of the parties , showing its connections to the
neighbours, and assuming a finite number of entites as shown in the
example of Figure 8.
Any of the models can be used to describe the
basic entities provided that indices or other ways of expressing the
rule for connecting the entities are added.
Sometimes, as in
Figure 8, the indices i , J, k are used only as linkages to show the
connectivity of the topology and different values of indices point
only to different locations in the network but not to different
properties of the parties.
Other times, the values of the indices
are used to denote differences between entities , e.g. higher index
may denote higher priority.
An unbounded number of topologies may include not only an
unbounded number of parties but al so an unbounded number of 1 inks to
other parties.
In such a case, each party may have an arbitrary
number of neighbours, which can be represented , as shown in the
example of section 7, by allowing the basic party to have a list of
neighbours of arbitrary length.
Clearly , these modelling techniques are applicable not
only to an unbounded number of topologies, but they can also become ,
of great practical value in modelling protocols with bounded but
large numbers of topologies .
For illustration , i f the loop
generated by the basic party of Figure 8 is limited to 1024
elements , it can be best represented as for the unbounded case in
which O<i , J , k< infinity is changed by 0<i,J,k,<1023.
The use of
this technique to represent large or unbounded topologies appears in
[FINN, ELLI, MERL4, MERL5 , DIJKJ .
If each party has a list (or table) of neighbours, a
topology evolution can be represented as a change in these tables
(possibly including creation or destructi·on of tables) , which can
occur during the protocol operation.
An example of this appears in
[MERL4J.
A similar technique , but wi th a central
relation
describing the connectivity, was used in [FOOXJ to model and
validate the protocols of a quite c omplex telephone exchange.
Th e
description of protocols involving topology evolution requires
operations that cause changes in the party interconnections, and the
model used to describe such protocols should
include
these
operations .
6.

Validation Techniques

In [BOCH1,
(also GOUD)J there appears a list of the
properties which are usually validated in protocols; a summary of
them is given below including slight changes and additions.
The
list is quite non-committing in the sense that there exist many
protocols from which some of the properties are not required, or for
which some of the properties have a slightly different meaning than
the one described:
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1.

DEADLOCK FREENESS: "No terminal state".

2.

LIVENESS: "From each reachable state any other state is
reachable" or " for each r eac hable state and event there
exists a reachable state from which this event can occur "
(in a sense, this represents the concept of no degradation).

3.

FREENESS:
TEMPO-BLOCKING
infinite looping " .

4.

STARVATION FREENESS: " If several processes contend for
resources which become available infinitly many times, no
process will be prevented forever from acquiring
the
resources that it needs " .

5.

RECOVERY FROM FAILURES: " After a failure the protocol will
return to normal execution within a finite number of steps
(or within finite time)".

6.

SELF SYNCHRONISATIO N: " From any abnormal state, the protocol
will return to a normal state within a finite number of
steps (or within f i nite time).
This property and recovery
are closely related " .

?.

CORRECT PURPOSE EXECUTION: This is very pr otocol dependent,
e.g.
" correct data delivery " for a data transmission
protocol, and " only one user at a time on bus" for a bus
contention-res olution protocol.

"There

is

no

non-productive

Many validation methods have been proposed, but most of
them make use of one of four basic validation techniques.
Although
two methods using the same · basic validation technique may display
some practical differences,
they
are
usually
theoretically
equival e nt for every protocol whi ch is representable by the two
modelling techniques o n
whi c h
the
validation
methods
are
respecti v ely
appl ied .
The
basic valid ation technique s are
desc r ibed below.
One of the most common validation techniques is exhaustive
global state generation as demonstrated by the Token Machine of
Figure 3.
Uses of this technique appear in [BOCH1 , BOCH2, BOCH3,
MERL.l, MERL2 , MERL3, ZAFI, RUDI, WEST1, WEST2, etc . J.
The
theoretical applicability of this technique is limited to protocols
wi th bounded number of topologies and finite state parties .
The
practical applicability is limited to very simple topologies (say up
to half a dozen parties) .
Several actual protocols (or parts of
them) we r e validated using this technique (e.g.
alternating bit
protocol [BOCH1 , MERL2J , X.21 [WEST2J, X.25 [BOCHll? , a telephone
exchange having evolving simple topologies [FOOXJ).
An advantage
of this technique is that the state generation can be easily
mechanised, and several properties can be automatically tested
[RUDI, WEST1, WEST2J.
However, since there exist protocols where
some properties should "usually" hold but exceptional cases are
permi tted,
the
failure to pass an automatic test does not
necessar ily imply that the protocol is not correct , and therefore,
human interpretation of the results is nevertheless needed [MERL3,
WEST2, FOOX].
Sometimes, (e.g. [DANT, FOOX]) properties of the
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Total state space can be va lid ated by generating a small subset of
the states.
This can greatly increase the applicability of the
technique.

:

Another common protocol validation technique is assertion
proving [KELL, EOCH3, BOCH4, STEN, KROGJ which is applied to the
protocol description , as if the description were a parallel program.
This technique was usually applied on protocols modelled in high
l evel programming languages, but theoretically it can be applied to
any other model.
The usual way of applying this technique is by
attach ing a predicate of the vdriables' values to certain points in
a program and proving that whenever the program reaches these points
the predicate is true.
This can be generalised to a given
collection of cooperating programs by attaching the predicate to
sets of pOints such that in each set there is at most one point from
each program.
Then it is proved that whenever the programs reach
the points of any such set the predicate holds.
As described
above, this method is limited to protocols with a bounded number of
topologies.
Howev e r, the method can be generalised to protocols
with an unbounded number of topologies provided that the desired
predicate and the (possibly unbounded) sets of points can be
expressed by bounded expressions, as to be demonstrated by the
example of section 7 .
In practice , assertion proofs were mainly appl ied to
simple topologies, but sometimes, having quite complex parties.
Examples of actual protocols validated using this method are:
alternating bit [BOCH 317, HDLC [BCCH4J, Data Transfer Protocol
[STENJ.
Since the construction of proofs may require an act of
creati vi ty, thi s technique cannot be fully automated .
However,
qui te powerful theorem provers have been constructed which are
capable of automatically proving many of the required properties.
An application of such a prover to the validation of protocols is
reported in [BFAN).
While global state generation is more convenient in
proving control properties (e.g. that certain events will or will
not occur), assertion proving is mainly used in proving data
transfer properties, in particular, in protocols involving parties
with large or infinit e state space .
The two techniques can be also
combined [ECCH3J in order to capitalise on the advantages of each.
A third validation technique is induction over
the
topology.
By this technique, the holding of a property or the
occurrenc e of an event is proven by showing that certain conditions
will propagate throughout the topology .
The use of induction over
the topology is theoretically applicable to protocols of any
characteristic , and is particularly useful in cases of protocols
having large or an unbounded number of topologies, and evolving
topologies.
The technique was successfully appl ied in practice to
several such protocols [FINN, MERL4, MERL5, DIJKJ.
These examples
involve relatively simple parties, and from the limited experience
with this technique it seems that formal proofs for such topologies
but more complex parties could be difficult .
However, we clearly
cannot expect simple v alidations
for
very
complex
systems
(i.e. complex topologies together with complex parties) and still
this could be the best technique for those cases.
An example of
the use of this technique is given in the next section.
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The last technique is adherence to sufficient conditi ons .
In this technique , the protocol is designed in such a way that each
design step is done satisfying conditions which are suffici e nt to
guarantee the required properties.
That is, instead of designing a
protocol and later proving its correctness, this technique is aimed
at
directly designing one which is cor rect by construction .
(Notice that similar concepts exist for software development.) This
techniquA can be used in any topology and entity characteristi c, and
its main advantage is that it is easy to apply and that corr ectness
i s di rectly guaranteed .
Its main shortcoming is that sufficient
conditions could be too strong, i.e. there may be many correct
protocols that will be rejected because they do not satisfy the
sufficient
conditions.
On the other hand, tight suff icient
conditio ns (or preferable necessary and sufficient conditions) are
usually complex and difficul t to find.
Examples of this technique
appear in [GUNT, MERL6l.
7.

A Conclud ing Example:

~

Routing Protocol

The modelling and validation example described below is a
,,,implified version of the routing protocol proposed and validated in
[MERL4l .
The protocol is executed by the nodes of an arbi trary
computer network of nodes N and links L 5 NxN (since the arcs are
no n- dir ected, if i ,j belong to L so also do i ,j).
To each link i , j
of L a positi ve constant dij (called "distance") is assigned.
The
distance represents the cost of using the link .
One of the nodes
of N is called the SINK .
Each node I of N has a variable di which
stores the "estimated distance" from node I to SINK and a vari able
pi called "preferred neighbour" that pOints to one of the ne ighbours
of i.
The set of all pOinters pi is denoted as P.
Initia lly, the
poin ters P form over the entire network a directed tree rout ed at
SINK.
An example of such a network is sho wn in Figure 9.
The
pointers P provide a loop free path from every node to SINK and the
purpose of the protocol is to update the pOinters in such a way
tha t:
1.
At any time they form a tree routed at SINK, and
2.
Minimise the path length (i.e. the sum of dij through
the path) from each node to SINK.
In situatio ns defined below, a node I will send to its neighbour s a
message communicating its estimated distance di to SINK .
Such a
message is denoted MSG(di), and it will ar rive at the receiving node
wi thin an arbitrary finite time.
In this section "message" refers
to the control message MSG(di) - we don't refer to the ordinary data
messages which are transmitted through the network.
The protocol operates in update cyc les whi ch are triggered
by the SIN K.
Each upd ate cycle improves the paths to SINK, and
after s uch a cycle ends the SINK may start a new one.
Aft er a
finite number of cycles the paths converge to the minimal path from
each node to SINK.
As elaborated below, each update cycle proceeds
in two phases:

'.
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(1) Co ntr ol messages are sent uptree from SINK to the leaves
of the current P tree.
During this phase, distance
estimates di are updated.
(2) Cont r ol messages are sent down tree to the SINK.
During this phase, new preferred neighbours P are selected.
:

In this example, the topology of the protocol corresponds
with the topology of the network, and each party corresponds with a
network node.
This protocol works on any topology, but since,
ex cept the SINK , all parties per form the same algorithm, the
description of only one party and the SINK are necessary .
The
details of the protocol are formally described in Figure 10 where
the algorithm performed by an arbitrary node I is shown.
Each
party has two states: S1 ("ready for next cycle") and S2 ("phase 1
Each party has
two
was performed, waiting for phase 2").
variables , pi , di .
The network connectivity is represented by an
arbitrary list of neighbours L.
Fo r each neighbour k of cf L there
is:
(1) a link distance dik (as already discussed) ,
(2) a flag Ni(k) initialised to NIL, set to RCVD when party
I receives a MSG from k , and reset to NIL when phase 2 is
completed.
(3) a variable Di(k) that stores the last estimated distan c e
received from k.
Whenever a MSG with any parameter d is received from k the "FOR"
statement is performed, i . e . new values are stored in Ni(k) and
Di(k).
Th en , transitions of the finite state machine are performed
if the pa rt y is in the co r responding state and t h e "CONDITION"
associated with the transit i on is true.
When the transition is
performed , the state is changed and the" ACTION" associated with the
transition is performed .
T12 is performed by party I (i.e. , phase 1
for node i) when it receives a MSG from its pi , then a new di i s
calculated and MSG (di) is sent to each neighbour except pi .
As
proven below , the tree str ucture of P guarantees that after a cycle
is triggered, T12 will be performed by every node.
T21 is
performed by party I (i . e . phase 2 for node i) when it has received
a MSG from each of its neighbours .
Then I sends MSG(di) to its pi
(allowing phase 2 to propagate down tree), updates pi , and resets
the flags Ni.
The cycle ends when the SINK performs T21.
The
algorithm for the SINK (see Figure 11) is slightly different because
pSINK does not exist, dSINK=C always, and the SINK can spontaneously
start new cycles while at S1.
When the SINK performs T12 a cycle
b eg ins and wh e n T21 the cycle is completed.
The protocol is said to be in idle state if no message is
in transit , all parties are at S1 , and fo r all I and k NHk)=NIL.
It is easy to show that in idle state, the only event that can occur
is transition T12 at SINK.
Initially, the protocol is in idle
state and P forms a tree rooted at SINK .
Then:
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Theorem 1 : (No deadlock).
Wi thin finite time the SINK
will always be able to start a new cycle, and any cycle
started will be completed in finite time.
Theorem 2 : The pOinters of P always form a tree
SINK.

rooted

at

Theorem 3 : Within a bounded number of cycles, P corresponds
with the-directed graph given by the shortest paths from the
nodes to SINK.
The bound equals the longest path in terms
of number of hops in this graph.
-The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 follow directly from the lemma below.
The proof of part 1 or the lemma demonstrates the use of induction
over the topology.
The combined proof of parts 2 and 3 demonstrate
the use of assertion -proofs: The predicate is given by conditions
(a)-(f) of the proof, they should hold at any time (i.e. such
conditions are said to be "invariant") and the proof is done by
induction over all possible events that can occur.
Lemma: If in idle state and while P forms a tree the
T12 then:

SINK

performs

1. every party (including SINK) will perform T21 within
finite time:
2. when T21 is performed by SINK the protocol enters idle
state:
3. from the time that T12 is performed by SINK, P remains a
tree at least until after T21 is performed by SINK.
Proof of part J. : Let P1 denote the initial tree .
Initially all
parties are at Sl, hence a party I can change its pi only when
performing T21 and this after performing T12.
Suppose a party I
laying s ? 0 steps over P1 from SINK performs T12.
When performing
T12 i t sends - MSG(di) to all its neighbours except pi.
This
guarantees that every party j such that pj=i will perform T12.
Hence, every party j that lays 5+1 steps over P1 from SINK will
perform T12, and by induction, every party will perform T12.
This
implies that each party in the leaves of P1 will receive a MSG from
each of its neighbours and perform T21 at which time it sends MSG to
its old best neighbour.
Hence, by induction in a similar way as
above but down tree every party will perform T21.
Proof of parts ~ and 1 : Let us assume that up to a time t in the
interval between T12 and T21 performed by the SINK, the following
conditions hold:
(a)

P forms only trees;

(b)

since SINK performed T12, each party has performed T12 and
T21 at most once each;

(c)

for every party i, if i performed T21 then for
Ni(k)=NIL, and there is no message in transit to i;

(d)

each party has sent at most one message on each link.

all

k,
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:

(e)

for every party i, i f i is in 3 1 t hen every party j having a
path in k to i is also in 31;

(f)

for every party i that is in 31, if pi=j then either j is at
32 or j is at 31 and di>dj.

The only events where their occurrence may invalidate the conditions
are that some party r performs T12 or T21.
We check that such
occ urr ences maintain the co nditions.
1£ at time ~ party r
performed T12 (i.e. entered 32);
(a)

is maintained because T12 does not change P;

(b)

if

(c)

no additional party performed T21;

(d)

from (b) , this is the first time that r performs T12,
the first time that sends M3Gs ;

(e)

pr has sent M3G to r, but r has not sent to pr, therefore,
pr is in 32;

(f)

if a party enters 32 (f) is not changed.

r already had performed T12, it also performed T21 and
party pr violates (d) before t;

If at time

~ ~

hence

2: performed T21 ( i.e. entered back 31);

(b)

since r performed T12 only once , then this is the first time
it performed T21;

(c)(d)

since r pe r for med T12 and then T21, r sent one M3G
of its links;

(e)

if

(f)

si nce pr performed T12 only once, at t Dr(pr)=d(r,pr)+dpr
and dr ~ Dr( pr), hen ce dr dpr.
If there exists a node j at
state 31 such that pj=r, because r performed T21 we know
that j performed T12 and T21 and the same previous argument
holds for dr and dj.

(g)

every j having a path in P to r is in 31 (by (e)); i f after
r performs T2 1 pr is in 32 there is no loop formed; i f it i s
in 31 (f) guarantees no loop.

on

each

pj=r and since j performs T12 and T21 at most once, then
if j is in 32 it has not sent M3G to rand r could not
perform T21.

Hence, (a)-(f) hold until after 3INK performs T21; (a) implies (3)
or lemma and, since initially all nodes are at 31, (1) , (b), (c)
imply (2).
Q.E.D.
The protocol in [MERL4) allows the distances dij to vary
with tim e and generalise the protocol to handle topological changes,
i.e. link or node failures and new links o r nodes
becoming
ope rational.
That paper also shows how the data messages can be
routed using the paths p maint ained by the protocol.
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8.

Conclud ing Remar ks

We expect in the future the need for coping with more
complex protocols .
In particular, work is needed in protocols
which operate over complex topologies - an area where not much work
has been done.
The development of automatic or semiautoma tic tools
may help in this task, however, human ingenuity will always be
required.
The discovery of better sufficiency conditions may also
facilitate the design of correct protocols.
Better understanding
is also needed in ways of insuring that errors are not introduced
when the validated model is translated into an implementation.
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